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By Benjamin Dunn and Jeffrey Murray

Staff Writer and Features Editor

Courtesy of Ryan Library. An early photo of the
Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical
Society founded by Katherine Tingley in 1897,
on what is now the PLNU campus.

“We are here for peace, and we don’t wish any harm.”

Neither of us had spoken, or at least tried to speak, to spirits before, other than the silly Bloody Mary games we played as kids
in elementary school. But here in Cabrillo House on Wednesday night, where rumors have circulated that ghosts have been
seen, it became a little more serious.
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Both of us can agree that we are wholehearted skeptics and lovers of horror films, haunted houses and Edgar Allen Poe.
Basically, we buy into the idea of spirits only to the point where it becomes a great plot element in a film or story. But once
we had situated ourselves on the second floor of Cabrillo, Madame Tingley’s former house, looking for spiritual beings or
remnants, it was hard not to let emotions get carried away.

We decided to hold a meeting with the spirits of the house during the wee hours of the morning to introduce ourselves;
traditional ghost hunters call this a “reaching out,” where an attempt is made at making contact with spirits. We situated
ourselves in one of the dark rooms as the lights of passing cars shot over the ceiling.

“We come here to honor you more than anything, out of curiosity of your existence.

“Madame Tingley, or any other spirits of the Theosophical Society, if you would like to make yourself known to us, you can
move the fan in any way.”
* * *
In 1897, Katherine Tingley, leader of the Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society, established the Point Loma
Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society Homestead, also known in its day as Lomaland, on what we now call the
Point Loma Nazarene University campus.

In its day, it was known as a progressive commune for members of the society, complete with a school for children called
Raja Yoga Academy, a number of community industries such as blacksmithing, carpentry and printing, and various gardens
for corn, avocado, onions and citrus fruits. By 1910, there were about 500 people living on Lomaland, with community
members growing about half of the food they ate.

Probably the most controversial element of the society was the fact that at the age of six months, children were removed from
their parents to be raised in a communal nursery and then placed in the Raja Yoga Academy. The academy was known for
strict rules on uniforms and silence enforced on children at all times except during a needed conversation.

The systems of the Raja Yoga Academy were drastically exaggerated in a Los Angeles Times article that told the story of a
female who had fled the Point Loma society after receiving convict-like treatment and witnessing horrible atrocities of
starving children and unusual nighttime ceremonies. Tingley sued the newspaper for printing false information and won
because the newspaper was not able to substantiate its claims.

After doing some research of our own in the Point Loma archives held in the basement of the Mission Valley campus, we
found many of these unsubstantiated claims: reports of students of the Raja Yoga Academy sleeping in straitjackets to deter
masturbation, old burial grounds deep underneath our campus, even the fact that Madam Tingley believed her dog “Spots”
was the reincarnation of her predecessor.

But when we asked Dwayne Little, resident expert on the Theosophical Society, he didn’t seem convinced of anything
paranormal. “In my research, I have never found anything like that.”

Little has done research in the archives of the Union-Tribune and some of the same documents that we looked over ourselves
from the archives, and he hasn’t discovered anything to convince him that things were amiss.

But if these stories aren’t true, how did they start?

Little blames “Protestant ministers that were against the society.” These groups didn’t agree with the theology of the society
and aimed what he calls “lurid charges” at Madame Tingley and the rest of the society’s residents.

When asked what he believes about Point Loma ghosts or reincarnating turtles, Little said, “I just don’t think that it’s true.”

And those words echoed in our heads with every creak of the floor and thump in the dark in Cabrillo that night. Although we
had an expert’s skepticism in our minds, our hearts still beat faster. And even though we found nothing that night, even
though the fan never moved, we still wonder:

Was the fear of this place, and these people, caused by spirits, roaming around our campus, angered by defiled burial
grounds? Or was it simply the fear that humanity knows all too well, the fear of the “other,” of beliefs different than our own?
Was it phantoms that caused the stories that RAs tell wide-eyed freshmen, or simple prejudice?
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